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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Extraterrestrial Cross Stitch Pattern The
stitch count of this cross stitch design is 224 x 224 The finished size of the design depends on fabric
choice. Here are finished sizes in popular fabric choices: 14 count (or 28 count over-two): 16 inches x
16 inches 16 count (or 32 count over-two): 14 inches x 14 inches 18 count: 12.4 inches x 12.4 inches 25
count (over-one): 9 inches x 9 inches 25 count (over-two): 17.9 inches x 17.9 inches This cross stitch
design is all full cross stitches. There are no fractional stitches, no blended threads, and no
backstitching. The graph is easy to read and fun to stitch! Symbols are printed in black and are
large and clearly printed. This pattern book includes: Full color picture of design for reference
(cover picture) Complete DMC floss shopping list Pattern in easy-to-read format Instructions for
preparing your project Project planning guide to help determine fabric size This pattern uses 40
DMC thread colors.
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This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I

Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a
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